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Campus Chest to Collect ^sophisticated wit Used Book
For Five Diverse Charities Kennedv 'Troubled' S a l e P l a n n e d
„„„ ,„ „ „ _. . JLa.\^J..i-JJH_<'VJL T JL J. \J OLJoP I L / t l Senators last night acted on ;
NOV. 17 -- The Campus Chest one meal ... They are slaves to J nrocosed student used book s a i .
dinner tonight officially opened the
student body canvassing, which
is to end Sunday, November 24.
The Rev. J. Moulton Thomas, Al-
exander Sgoudas, Douglas Frost
and Vice-President Albert E. Hol-
land spoke on the five organizations
to which the contributions are sent.
"Over ninety faculty members
have to date contributed over
$900," said the Vice-President.
"Last year twenty five faculty
members contributed $200," he
continued.
Speaking about the student effort,
co-chairman Robert Spencer de-
clared," This year It is our goal
to collect $8000 and to have 100%
participation.
Quoting from a letter from Mark
Smith, an alumnus working for the
Plndorama in . Brazil, Douglas
Frost said, "In Brazil, starvation
Is common, and food is at an
absolute minimum. Some Brazil-
ians work in the sugar fields for
three days and nights for only
New Plan for
Blood Drive
NOV. 12 - "Three hundred pints
of blood in one blood drive during
the 1963-64 academic year Is our
objective," said John Losse
today, co-chairman of this year's
Trinity Blood Drive to be held
December 4 and S.
A steak dinner will be awarded
to the floor, entryway or dormitory
unit with the greatest percentage
of non-affiliated students donating
blood, he said.
A prize will also be awarded to
the fraternity that has the highest
percentage of participation. This
percentage of participation Is also
submitted to the Committee for
the presentation of the Horan
Inter - fraternity Trophy that is
awarded annually at Founders'
Day, he added.
Along with co-chairman Bertram
Feingold, Losse has organized the
members of Cerberus and various
members of the Mather Hall Board
of Governors so that the canvassing
can be carried out in a dormitory
area and/or a fraternity group.
All appointments must be
arranged by November 22.
land owners and will not take it
much longer — I mean revolution."
The point to be made from this
letter^ Frost continued, Is that
"The Pindorama boys are doing
something for settlers in trying
to get them settled quicker,"
"Cuttington College is the only
college in Africa with American
standards,"' The Rev. J. Mo'ulton
Thomas said, "We should support
this organization because of the
demand throughout Africa for
higher education and character,"
he added.
The Chaplain said, "I visited
Cuttington to build a person to
person relationship ... Our con-
tributions, besides supplying a
$1500 scholarship, sparked within
some students at Cuttington the
desire to give an education to some
African in the bush."
Alexander Sgoudas, a student
from Athens College, pointed out,
"Athens College is not a college;
It Is a high school. It is a school
for the richest and the poorest
Greeks, and half the student body
are on scholarship." He said that
donations from the Campus Chest
provide a greater number of males
from the border towns with the
opportunity of attaining an educa-
tion,"
Vice-President Holland stressed,
"The Community Chest is not just
one drive; It is twenty-six in one."
by GEORGE WHITEHEAD
NOV. 18 - "I was troubled," con-
fessed X. J. Kennedy this evening in
Wean Lounge, "when my book (Nude
Descending a Staircase) was said to
be witty." I would rather be called
a Lesbian than a wit," he admitted.
To affirm that his poetry is not an
example of a simple, unsophisti-
cated wit, Kennedy recited some
of his own works and those of other
poets.
Stephen Minot, assistant pro-
fessor of English, opened the
reading saying, "There is one point
which all critics have used for
Kennedy and that is wit." "There
are two kinds of wit," he continued,
"wit as an end In itself and wit as
a means to an end," The latter
is employed by Kennedy, Minot
said. He discussed three of the
many ways Kennedy uses this wit.
"He uses it to expose hypocrisy,
sharpen the image and as a means
to give form to something we think
does not have form."
Kennedy began his reading with
what he called "the worst poern 1
could find any place." "This poem,
"My Indian Girl," by All S. Hilrni,
he commented, "illustrates the
problem of rhyme, with which the
author wrestles. The rhyme is like
a dog taking Hllml for a walk."
Kennedy continued to read from
other poets, "so if you don't like
my stuff you won't feel utterly
gypped." He read a nursery rhyme,
"There Was a Man of Double Deed,"
Finishing the nursery rhyme, he
questioned, "They give this thing
to kids?"
Kennedy recited from his book
(Continued on Page 2)
Allen Relates
Jailing Story
NOV. 18 - Ralph Allen '64,
Donald Harris of Rutgers and three
girls who were recently released
from an Americus, Georgia jail,
related their experiences to a
Wean Lounge audience today.
The speakers had been Jailed in
Americus as a result of civil rights
demonstrations and all described
the condition of the town's jails
as "atrocious."
One girl, Virginia Wiggans, re-
lated that she was arrested for
praying in protest on the steps of
the jail in which Ralph Allen was
held. She described the unventi-
lated cell containing four beds in
which 18 girls were kept for days.
Another girl, Lorraine Sanders,
who reported that she had been
arrested for trying to buy a movie
ticket, told how she was sentenced
(Continued on Page 7)
1783 Treaty Decisive for the U.S.
Dr. Morris Praises Early Diplomats.
NOV. 15 - - Dr, Richard B. Mor-
ris, Gouverneur Morris Professor
of History at Columbia University
today praised the efforts of Amer-
ican diplomats during the Revol-
utionary War in securing a treaty
which allowed America to survive
and expand.
The topic for this annual Mead
Lecture delivered by Dr. Morris
was: "How We Won the Peace:
New Light on the Diplomacy of the
American Revolution."
Professor Morris praised the
notable achievements scored by
America's diplomats at the first
peace conference in which this na-
tion was ever involved, the one
conducted in Paris in 1782-1783
that ended the American Revolu-
tion by giving the Colonies their
independence,
"UNLIKE THE TWO great peace
settlements of the 20th century
following the two World Wars,
which have proved to have settled
very little, the peace which ended
the American Revolution not only
gave America her independence but
incorporated in the treaty provis-
ions which foresaw and indeed
made possible the future terri-
torial growth of the country, along
with its ability to survive and
prosper," he said.
Professor Morris examined the
roles of the three chief Ameri-
can participants, Benjamin Frank-
lin, John Adams, and John Jay,
with emphasis on the latter figure.
Morris drew upon his knowledge
and resources as editor of the
John Jay Papers, a project cur-
rently being pursued at Columbia
University for the purpose of
assembling and publishing in part
the correspondence of John Jay,
who was the American Secretary
of Foreign Affairs during the Con-
federation, as well as the first
Chief Justice to the Supreme Court.
DR, MORRIS focused on Jay's role
In Europe during the difficult years
between 1780-1783 when the Col-
onies sought aid from European
powers in their war with England.
He related the perils of spies
and counter-spies that beset Jay
on his mission to Spain, and the
manner In which he seized the
initiative and made a prelimin-
ary peace with Great Britain apart
from France, despite contrary in-
structions from the Continental
Congress that, far removed from
the scene, was truly a captive
of the French Minister to the
Colonies in regards to the in-
formation they received.
Since the peace of 1783 was a world
(Continued on Page 7)
proposed student used book sale
and th« course evaluation to be
issued before next semester,
Dan Swander '65, introduced a
measure setting up a used book
sale. While he indicated his mea-
sure was not intended "to cut down
the business of the book store,
which is under excellent manage-
ment," he stated his measure would
give fairer prices to students.
As Swander outlined his system,
students would place their books
with an estimate of their worth in
the Mather Hall Card Room, where
they would be held until they were
sold. All sales would be on a cash
and carry basis, with the Senate
conveying the price paid directly
to the student seller,
Swander stressed his plan was
"only experimental," and that many
changes would be made in the
system during the sale itself. He
said books unsold and unclaimed
would be given to charity or another
college. He asserted the Senate
was not financially committed be-
yond the costs of paperwprk.
His measure passed unanimously.
Senator R. Scott Gregory '64,
gave a final report on the fate of
the Senate-sponsored student
course evaluation. His committee,
which is currently compiling the
results of the questionnaires they
had sent out, had reached certain
decisions about the nature of the
final report,
According to Gregory, complete
final evaluations will be distri-
buted only to the President, the
Dean of the College, arid the Senate
files. Department reports will go
to the heads of the various de-
partments, while teachers will re-
ceive the course reports. The
report will not be Issued to the
student body.
In stating the reasons for his
committee's change in policy,
Gregory indicated that general
publication of the student evalua-
tion would harm student-faculty
relations, "seriously alter inter-
department politics" in the
faculty, and hurt certain mem-
bers of the faculty whose courses
were "panned,"
However, he said that the present
system would not embarrass any
faculty members, would influence
those who could best alter present
programs, and would leave the
Senate wide latitude for future
action.
Meade, Mbatha Condemn
Apartheid Policy in Africa
Photo by DUPEE
Clement Chemistry Laboratory was named Saturday in a late
morning ceremony with College President Dr. Albert C. Jacobs
and The Rev. J. Moulton Thomas participating. The 29 year old










Recap of Sports . . pp. 7, S
NOV. 12 - With the lack of com-
munication between the Bantu
tribes and with South African wea-
pons reserves which are far
superior to native resources, the
abolition of Apartheid without out-
side intervention would be virtually
impossible, agreed Dr, Mphiwa
Mbatha and Dr. Robert Meade in a
joint lecture before the Political
Science Club this evening.
Dr. Mbatha, a voluntary South
African exile and, at present, pro-
fessor of anthropology and South
African Affairs at the Hartford
Seminary, opened the meeting by
relating the history of South Africa.
Dutch white settlers coming In •
1652, he stated, at first encoun-
tered only isolated African bush-
men. By the middle of the eight-
eenth century, however, they en-
countered Bantu tribes in the
North, and, he continued, since both
groups were farmers, conflict over
land rights resulted.
As this conflict persisted, Mbatha
added, the Dutch came to see their
role as one of improving the lot of
the natives. This stand, he said,
led to a separation of races on a
cultural basis.
In 1815, the speaker recounted,




speak tonight in Wean
Lounge on the "Directions
of Modern Art" at 7:30 p.m.
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The Archive will meet on Thurs-
day at 4:00 p.m., in the Senate
Room to consider papers sub-
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Winner of College Newspaper Award for world news reporting
and Interpretation: First P.rlze, 19S0; Second Prize, 1963.
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The Chaplain will state his views
about the "Workshop Requirements
on Campus" Thursday and Friday
in the Crypt Chapel at 11:30 a.m.
Hiu id woven worsted .suiting!*
from. (SuUiBliieldB, 8eotUimI
This in a fabric that was introduced to
the United States by Henry Miller and
is not available from other sources.
It has the coloring and interest of the
finest Scottish Tweeds, together with the
supple lightness of British Worsteds.
Tailored in Henry Miller's natural
shoulder model with slim 'rolling lapels;
soft, body tracing fronts, center vented back
and a minimum of padding throughout.
$79.50-$150.
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
CLOTHIER FURNISHER
IMPORTER
24 TRUMBULL STREET . HARTFORD . 525-2139
Placement
Mr. Richard R. Schulz, Director,
Academic Office, Graduate School
of Business Administration of the
University of Rochester, will be on
campus Friday, November 22, to
talk with juniors and seniors in-
terested in graduate business
school.
Mr. Arthur G, Powell, Assistant
to the Dean, Graduate School of
Education, Harvard University,
will be on campus Monday, Nov.
25. He is interested in talking to
not only seniors but men of the
other three classes. Please make
appointments with the Placement
secretary.
Wit • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
which was awarded the Lamont
Prize in 1961. His first selection
was "First Confession," which he
said "was partially autobiographi-
cal." Commenting upon his use of
autobiography in his poems lie de-
clared, "I can't make them com-
pletely autobiographical because
my life seems dull.
"Robert Herrick and Ben Johnson
inspired me to write the two short
elegies which I will read," said
Kennedy, He read "On a Child Who
Lived One Minute" and "Little
Elegy for a Child Who Skipped
Rope." Kennedy said about the
metaphor in the latter elegy, "The
circles of the skip rope can be
equated to the circles of the earth."
He added, "All of us when we sleep
try to avoid something - night, and
so also does a child skipping rope
try to avoid something - the rope."
Kennedy read "Nude Descending
a Staircase" and observed, "It is
not just a lyrical description of a
painting." He concluded with "The
Man in the Man-made Moon." He
commented, "The New Yorker re-
turned this poem to me saying that
it was too timely - the Russians had
just sent up an Astronaut."
Wat's What
by Keith Watson
For the average undergraduate,
Saturday in autumn is perhaps the
most idyllic time of the year.
Most upperclassmenhave maneu-
vered their class schedules so as
to avoid anything more innocuous
than a 10:30 where the roll is never
called. Hut by noon even the pre-
med Freshmen are able to enjoy the
crispness of the autumn wind, the
splendor of the multi-colored
leaves, and the fine array of young
ladies that have suddenly graced
the scent'. The week-end has
arrived.
But for an elite few, the arrival
of Saturday in autumn does not
offer such aesthetic pleasures.
These include most of the 55',';, of
the senior class who hope to enter
some variety and quality of gradu-
ate school next fall, Exactly what
variety and what quality will be
determined, in large part, by tin?
results of an autumn ritual known,
in official circles, as the Kduca-
tional Testing Service's graduate
school admission tests.
These tests are much like the
College Boards given in secondary
school, I.e., they are Impossible.
The exams test and evaluate the
same qualities as tin,1 College
Boards but no one has figured out
unite what that Is,. All that is known
is that Trinity is only about thirty
points behind the Kittle Throe
schools in whatever qualities are
being measured.
According to the Educational
Testing Service, there is no way to
prepare for the graduate school
admission tests. The l'ir.sl move of
a Trinity .senior thinking of higher
education, therefore, is In pur-
chase u large paperback entitled
WAYS TO PREPARE FOR T11F
Fly Allegheny home for Thanksgiving and get more than a quarter
back . , . on the price of your round-trip ticket. You get a third
back, in fact, on our Group Travel plan*. You get closer to a half
back by flying both ways on Saturdays or Sundays. Our Charter
Service is another way to save. So, at 38 points in the Middle Atlantic
States and New England, Allegheny makes the airport a great money-
backfield. And our touchdowns are perfectly timed.
5Ask about our FREE tickets for group organizers.
Low Group Travel fare, tor exampie:
Round trip to Washington $32.00 p!us tax.
Call your travel agent or CHapel 9-9343
ALLEGHENY AIRLINES
YOUR AIR COMMUTER SERVICE IN IP BUSY STATES
GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMISSION
TEST. He may also supplement his
preparation by consulting more
specific: editions such as HOW TO
BOMB THE LAW BOARDS, MED
SCHOOL FOR FUN AND PROMT,
and SO YOU WANT TO BE A PHD?
However, the powers-that-be in-
form us that the only true prepara-
tion is a good night's rest before
the exam. Such an axiom does not
take Into consideration such
factors as: 1) Smith girls don't
have to be in until midnight, 2)
Phil's doesn't close until one, and
3) Who goes to sleep before two
on Friday night?
Owing to Trinity's position as an
educational ine.eea, many of the
tests are given only at smth diverse
locations as Yale, Amherst, mid the
University of Connecticut, All
candidates must report lo their
assigned center by H:-lfi a.m. --
for many, the middle of the night.
One Trin man who went to Slorrs
for Ills exam failed to find his
niiiiui on the attendance.sheet called
lit Hi'lO. Ho was informed that he
hail five minutes to net to New
11 a ven,
Most tests are divided into six
parts, one of which doesn't count;
however, the candidate never
knows which part that Is. The first
category i.s usually reading com-
prehension. Some passages are
offered and then questions are
asked on the muling, sometimes
with reference permitted to tIn*
passages, other times from
memory,
in the memory type, a passage on
the Depressions might ask: "How
tunny apples were sold on the side-
walk in April, Iu337" Where re-
ference is permitted, the questions
are not precise. On ;i passage con-
cerned with "Wheat Production
in Ancient Egypt" a more search-
lii!.' query inh'hl be: "From the
lone nf the article, what would be
the author's reaction to nuclear
wa r,'"
Another favorite is the graph and
charts .section. Students are asked
to study such interesting repre-
sentations as "Motorcycles per
capita in Australian Hamlets" and
then ure posed a question such as
"What wa.s the change in motor-
cycle production in Sydney from
1870 to 1880" or "What was the
effect of tidal wave of '23 on Salt
Flat racing','" Many candidates
filled In the "cannot be deter-
mined" space, not realizing that
this referred to the lack of suf-
ficient data on the graph rather
than the student's difficulties with
understanding the graph.
Perhaps most entertaining is the
.section entitled 'Nonverbal Rea-
soning". In this game, three figures
are given on the right which are
different from three figures given
in the middle. Then on the left are
five figures, one of which is like
the figures of the first group but
different from the second. If the
directions .sound tough, try the
problems.
Reactions to the test vary a great
deal. One student at Yale last week
broke down and cried about an hour
after the test had begun; he ap-
parently could not do the sample
problems of the second section.
Another student had a list of fifteen
graduate schools. After the first
section, Harvard and Yale were
erased; after the second, Colum-
bia, Cornell, and University of
Virginia; after the third, NYU,
Boston University, and Duke, etc.
etc. By the conclusion of the exam
only EmporSa (Kansas) State re-
mained.
While the students bemoan their
poor performances, all is not lost
for the Trinity student; the Place-
ment Office sagaciously scheduled
Visitations from Harvard, Chicago,
Yale, etc., before the exams were
taken. The Army Recruiter will bo
here the first week of December;
he will speak in the Washington
Room.
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One Red Dress
750 Dance
Joan Sutherland Can Act] T o Olympics
by NICK CANTOR
NOV. 12, Philadelphia--Joan Sutherland gloriously launched the Lyric
Opera Company season tonight by singing the role of Violetta in Verdi's
LA TRAVIATA for the first time in the United States, on the Academy of
Music stage. Miss Sutherland's portrayal of Violetta marks a turning
point in her career.
Since her dramatic rise to opera stardom in 1959, Miss Sutherland lias
often been acclaimed "the greatest of all coloratura sopranos," Her voice
is strong, pure and sweet, and her treatment of ornamentation places her
easily above other contemporary coloraturas. Miss Sutherland's vocal
dexterity was developed to its fullest in Hie "Sempre Libera", with the
trills, legato and vocal emphasis that one can expect only from the best
coloratura sopranos of any age. For.the "Sempre Libera", Miss Suther-
land received a five minute ovation from the capacity filled house,
Joan Sutherland can act! Her vocal prowess has rarely, if ever, been
questioned. Her acting, however, lias often been criticized as non-
existent, which, by the way, WAS not too far from the truth. In all fair-
ness, before Miss Sutherland attempted Violetta, she has usually por-
trayed heroines of early nineteentlicentiiry opera, which stressed beauty
of song and ornamentation, often at the expense of dramatic effect. But
although the plots of these operas are weak, such as the plots of Doni-
zetti's LUCIA Dl LAMERMOOR and Bellini's LA SONAMBULA, Miss
Sutherland's acting skill had been weaker,
Violetta, therefore, became a challenge for Miss Sutherland, because
Verdi demanded that his heroines not only sing and sing beautifully, but
NOV. 16 -- Over 750 people
jammed the Washington Room last
evening to move to the beat of
the Olympics and dance to the
Landerman Orchestra at the Soph
Hop.
By the time the last couple left
the dance floor at 1:25 sum., this
morning, 34 cases of soda, 120
gallons of ice and an untabulated
quanitity of liquor were consumed.
Whiskey and gin were the reported
favorites.
The Olympics packed the loom
for their two appearances, and
each time brought cries for more
when their act was over.
The five-student crew assigned
to clear the room spent an hour
and a half removing among other
things, one red corduroy dress,
one martini glass, a half gallon
bottle previously filled with
"southern " gin, and the remains
of ten broken glasses,
"This place is a mess," moaned
a member of the janitorial staff
who had to wax and clean the room
for this evening's presentation of
the Button Down Sounds,
Phcitci - Cnurtesy of the Hartford COURANT
act as well. Miss Sutherland took the challenge and has become a better
opera performer because she has proven that she CAN act. She will win
no oscars for her dramatic presentation of Violetta, but comparisons with
her acting prowess in other operas will show the tremendous progress
she has made in mastering all aspects 'of the character she lias por-
trayed. Miss Sutherland lias made Violetta memorable, not only in voice,
but in character, and emotions are quickly attuned to hers.
Joan Sutherland was certainly the center of attraction, but in no way
did she obscure the other members of the cast who received estimable
ovations on their own. John Alexander, a young American tenor portrayed
Alfredo with a musical lyricism and bravado of great promise for the
future. Alexander needs only more power to sustain the higher notes and
more experience on the stage to match the skill of a Bjoerling1 or Corelli.
GABRIEL BACQUIER, one of the leading baritones of the Paris Opera
played the role of Giorgio Germont, Alfredo's father, M. Bacquier re-
ceived long and well deserved applause for his polished and forceful
portrayal of Germont. At one point, however, M. Bacquier momentarily
lost his sense of timing and followed the orchestra by several bars.
This is the only criticism that can be made of his otherwise excellent
performance.
The chorus and lesser members of the cast backed up by lavish sets and
costumes were musically euphonic. Only Flora, portrayed by Thelma
Votipka, was miscast. Miss Votipkn, a matronly grandmother type was
•hardly the right parson to portray Violetta's close friend, Flora.
Furthermore, her voice was weak and sometimes inaudible. She wits an
unconvincing Flora both physically and audibly,
This presentation of LA TRAVIATA has happily commenced a bright
opera future for several reasons. It proved conclusively for thv: first
time on an American stage that Joan Sutherland could act. It allowed
John Alexander, an aspiring_American tenor to demonstrate his musical
prowess. Lastly, it re-introduced and re-created several beautiful arias
that had disappeared from productions in the nineteenth century. These
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THOSE CLEAN WHITE ADLERS
Now you're getting the swing of it. All you have to do is be "clean white sock" in
your Adlers. Suddenly you find yourself doing just as you please, and the whole world
beaming unquestioning approval. You'll like it. Girls love it. And all because of
the Adler SC shrink controlled wool sock. In white and a covev of colors. SI.
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Chaplain J. Moulton Thomas presents a soc-
cer ball to a representative of Cuttington
College during his visit to the Liberian
school in 1962. The soccerball was given
by the Trinity Athletic Department. Cutting-
ton's colors are blue and gold.
Trinity and Cuttington
Chaplain Supports a Union
With The Liberian College
Although there is no official re-
lationship between Trinity and
Cuttington College in Liberia,
these colleges are now in the pro-
cess of exploring possibilities tor
mutual cooperation.
J. Moulton Thomas, Trinity's
chaplain, who is . a leading sup-
porter of Trinity efforts toward
some relationship between the col-
leges, visited Cuttington College in
June, 1962. He told the TRIPOD
recently that a relatlonship"\vould
be beneficial to both colleges."
The Chaplain explained that
Michigan State University has the
type of relationship with the
University of Nigeria which he en-
visions for Trinity with Cuttington.
Michigan State has contracted with
the Nigerian government to assist
for a period of years with the de-
velopment of leadership for their
university, and has already sent
two men, both with Ph. D degrees
to the university, one as assistant
to tlie president, and the other as
assistant to the dean.
In addition, several other edu-
cators from Michigan State have
been sent to assist in departmental
work..
Our present contact with Cutting-
ton is largely that of student con-
tact, said the Chaplain. Last year
the Campus" Chest allocated $1500
for a Cuttington student, which was
subsequently called a Trinity
Scholarship. There have also been
several book drives to benefit the
African college
Chaplain Thomas spoke proudly of
the letter he received from Dr,
Christian Baker, President of Cut-
tington College, in which he said
that Trinity's gift had "inspired
them to have a campus chest of
their own which they hadn't had and
they hoped that their student as-
sociation would Include in their
budget for 1963 a scholarship item
intended to support one Liberian
student at a Ltberianhigh-school."
Although Cuttington College was
founded by the Episcopal Church,
the Chaplain called It an "inter-
denominational" school which "we
can all be proud of," Cuttington
and the University of Liberia are
that nation's only schools of higher
education."
The college, he said, was actually
a high school from its founding in
the 187O's until It closed after the
1929 depression. *
In 1946, the present Bishop of
Liberia, the Rev. Bravid Harris,
reactivated Cuttington as a college
on the American academic level,
"As time went on," the Chaplain
continued, "the Lutheran and the
Methodist Churches in Liberia
sought to cooperate and the Epis-
copal Church was delighted that
this cooperation came. These two
churches are strong in Liberia.
They have high schools but they
don't have a college.
"At present there is on the faculty
a history teacher provided by the
Methodist Church. They have built
a house for him, and when I was
there the Lutheran Church was
building a house for a professor
that Church would provide."
The Chaplain further emphasized
that the enrollment of Cuttington
college, approximately 140 stu-
dents a year, represents not only
Liberian students but 25 foreign
students coming from all over
Africa and even Panama.
Of the class of 1963, 11 graduates
are studying medicine in foreign
medical schools, and 19 others are
studying for advanced degrees in
various fields at foreign univer-
sities. Two graduates earned their
Ph. D's in 196?., one at North-
western University anil the other at
the University of Chicago.
"To the credit of this college,"
Chaplain' Thomas continued, "its
graduates have repeatedly moved
directly and successfully into
graduate schools in the United
States and in Europe. These stu-
dents will return to Liberia to work
in schools and offices helping to
raise the standards of their
country."
The Chaplain explained that lie
made his trip "primarily to see
Cuttington College, to speak to the
administration and faculty and stu-
dents and to see what possible con-
nection Trinity might make."
"I was on the campus for four full
days and evenings, and during that
time 1 entered into the class acti-
vities. I was able to be in the stu-
dent discussion groups, faculty
meetings and administration meet-
ings.
"Before 1 came," the Chaplain
continued, "one college from the
middle west had sent a represen-
tative. After I departed, another
college sent representatives,
"Another group of American col-
lege representatives came from
ten schools in the mill-west. There
is now an official relationship be-
tween these schools and Cuttington
so that each year three professors
are sent from these ten schools
(not each separately) to head up
any department that is newly
started and to assist with any de-
partment where the professor is
taking a year off to arrange his




From Throe Nations to Tj
Africans View Oi
When any three college students
get together, the discussion is
apt to cover a wide range of
topics. When Ousman Sallah, Ilabil
Wejuli and Chikungwa (Mike)
Mseka meet, that range will
probably be larger, extending any-
where from gym probation and
organic tests to African govern-
ment affairs.
Mike Mseka is from Blantyre,
Nyasaland, where his father Is
a clergyman in the Anglican
church. A pre-med major, lie is
studying at Trinity under the Inter-
national Institute of Education pro-
gram and received one of the
freshman scholarships for foreign
students
Ousman Sallah is from Bathurst,
the capital of The Gambia. A
political science major, he is the
first native of his country to study
in an American college. As are
most Gambians, Ousman is a
Moslem.
Ilabil Waudo Wangla Wejull Is
from Kakamega, a small town
in Southern Kenya. His studies
are being financed jointly by the
African Council on Education, inc.,
and by the Society of Friends. He
is a Quaker, and spent his fresh-
man year at Central Methodist
College in Missouri before trans-
ferring to Trinity in 1902.
The three students, all members
of the Class of 1965, met with the
"The Heligious Society of Friends
took most of the responsibility
for my stay here," he said. "As
a matter of fact, I'm only here
because of the Friends."
Mike said most of his time has
been spent in Hartford. "I may
call it my second home now, I
haven't had much chance to travel
through the country because I don't
have tlie money."
All three students agreed that
their Impressions of America have
thus far been favorable, One dis-
appointment they all expressed
was over racial prejudice,
"Sometimes 1 get totally de-
pressed and I just can't under-
stand how a country as demo-
cratic as America is can behave
this way," Ousman said. "I try
to understand it, to look at it
in a broader light.,.,I've encount-
ered one racial problem and that
was hero in Hartford when I went
to have a haircut and tlie guy
wouldn't give me a haircut,"
"The good thing about it," Ous-
man declared, "IK that tlie Fed-
eral Government is against it.
If the Federal Government were
in favor of this racial separation,
like apartheid in South Africa,
then I would have condemned it
in tlie strongest terms, but I have
been Very much impressed by
what is being done by the Pres-
ident and the Attorney General.
TRIPOD last week to discuss their
experiences in tlie United States
and their own plans for tlie future.
"Since I came to America I've
met quite a lot of people and all
of them have been indeed friendly
to me," Ousman Sallah observed.
"Maybe it's just because of the
fact that I'm in the right hands,"
"My sponsor is Mr. Paul Pattock,
a retired American diplomat,
whom I met while piloting his
yacht up the river Gambia* lie
brought me to America; Eric
Lasher '57 lias also been very
friendly and also I know many
African diplomats in New York
and many times they've taken me
to diplomatic parties and I've been
able to meet many important
people."
Ilabil explained that he has hail
varied social experiences in the
United States, for he has lived in
both the East and Middle West.
Til in nwlci'Nhift rliinnrnoni v'.s'
l!ll>ii'nl <>! nmiiii ftnnitt in Afri-
ca ux Ilii' (Irninnd for cdnv.u-t
linn incrcaxcH, Tliix one is iii
Moshi, Ttmiiunyika, near the,,





For Ino "Africa in Focu
programs which begin Thu:
day, this week's TRIPOD c<
sidors Trinity's role in the <
changn of ideas with Afric:
people. The two-day progrs
schedule; is printed below.
Schedult
Thursila
2:15 p.m. Mather Mall, Wnshlniil
3:16 u.m. Mlirary, Openlnw »f [
"Design mid Knrm in
Yourur • Africans:" Keci
A f.rii'.'iiru1: i.ank'anes *\
1:15 p.m. Mather Mall. Wean Ii'
urary Afric-si." lecture 1
H;15 a.m. M.'tlher I1.MII, WnshinKl'
i >ancets," sponsored h.v
Inc. i
Frida.V
2:15 p.m. Mather Hull, Wean L<>





i>.m. Mather Hall, Wean L0
Reeuril I'lnvini:. "Antt
do l'Knfanee rtt d'AdoK
ii.in. Mather Hall, We.an Lo
mission led hy .lohnsc
the Unll.eri States. .
Hebil WejuJi
p.m. Mather Hull. W a g
ly Years," Lecture »>
from Nigeria to the w
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Land
told of an incident in
ouri in 1961, when he was
! allowed to enter a theater .
. saidT however, that since he
B e to the East he has not
Seed discrimination directly. "I
4>t put discrimination on a
.<lonal level and so I'm not*
ry sitter about it," he said.
[ike contrasted the United
ttes with Nyasaland, where he
id the problem is not race but
iuicial stiuuUns.
\Vt> ilnii't encounter racial prob-
es as such. We have what
sinan tails 'social problems '
eause you may find the upper
,<ss including most of the
rojieans and a few Africans..,.
isi> that can afford to be in
it class, that can go to the
lie club and pay the same heavy
is.
Then the middle class, too, a r e
tstly Asians and quite a number
Africans, but the lowest c lasses
i mainly Africans, just because
Inance," Mike added,
in my case," he continued, "I 've
i to see exactly what a racial
tfilem was in Southern Rhodesia.
ft compared the lives of Southern
Jdesians, because I lived there
6 two years, with the lives of
W in Nyasaland and I find
Bli difference.
M a public bench, for example,
iSoutliern Rhodesia at a railway
ttion, there were signs "Europ-
ns only," and an African would
; -sit on it. The first time I went
We it was just a railway station
* me.
' found a bench and I sat down.
ang came a policeman wtio told
t to leave. I said that this was
public bench and I'm going to
. here and the guy says 'that would
•rk in Nyasaland but in Southern
odesia tilings are different,' and
I hail to move."
I think that the difference
ween the way people live in
Ahem Rhodesia and the way
>J> live in Nyasaland is what
i ikes me really . proud of
* asaland. You can buy land any-
; ere or get a job according to
; itr merit or you can go to any
' fel you want. But you wouldn't
•,, that in Southern Rhodesia, not
,. mention South Africa, of
•_urse," Mike concluded.
iisman observed that racial
"ejudice is absent in his country,
et explained that The Gambia does
ve a caste system.
1 (Continued on Page 6)
,'irlll ?".?.k '••xhlhits including
i'lai'im, , A "ni1 "I'i'lnllnKS by
'K-n,.,.'A.r;rl'';in h '
'" C o n t e n " "
ha! Dinzulu
Foundation.
Ir»'opon(H'nce," pnnel; ChlkunKwu Msekii.
, ami llabll Wejuli.
r'^hlbition, "Views or Africa."
: c ; ,
m 'a V!« Africninc: Scenes
: "Inrtepnmlonce in Ghana," rtis-
• '^ Aimiah. Chixna mission to
["•m,. "Africa |r, nu ; NO\(. Twen-
Nalffn"' A"'1|")- r(!iiri'sunlnllvt>
Trinity in Africa
Why Africa? John Heyl Describes His
Summer Travels In Dark Continent
Dr. Robert D. Meade and sophomore John Heyl hitch-hiked
for two monthx throughout the Union of South Africa, Baxuto-
Innd, Bechuanaland, Northern and Southern Rhode.xin, Ttnitum-
yilcn, Kenya, Mozambique, and Zanzibar. Arriving by freighter
at Capetown, the pair traveled with 35 pound paefcx. A xeriex of
article* on the excursion are now appeiirin;/ in tin- Hartford
COURANT, and below Heyl recounts why he decided to go to
Africa.
by JOHN HEYL 66
The last few days before our ship
was to take Dr, Meade and me to
Capetown, 1 ran around in a frenzy
trying to get last minute odds and
ends done.
All my equipment for the trip was
strewn out in the middle of the hall
on the first floor of my house. Any-
one who came through the front
door could not help but stumble
over my pack, sleeping bag, sar-
dines, sheath knife, rope and other
things. To those who had not been
prepared, the initial encounter with
these objects brought a surprised
and rather bewildered expression
to their faces. "What in the world
is all this for?" was the first
question which they asked me.
When 1 explained that I was pre-
paring for a trek to Africa, they
usually had to sit down. Then, of
course, came the ever familiar
second question. "Why in Heaven's
name do you want to go to Africa?"
But most of these people didn't
really want an answer, but pre-
ferred to think that I was another
one of those crazy fanatics, who
would most likely end up with my
throat cut by some savage in a
jungle where I should have known
better than to be. Thus I never did
answer these people, but just
smiled and feigned insanity. But
the question still remained with
me. Why Africa?
1 had never done a great deal of
travelling before, except to Europe
where I could rarely find a
European due to the over-
population of Americans, and
therefore the thought of seeing
something new was in itself ap-
pealing. I was not so much inter-
ested in different terrain as I was
in different people. 1 wanted to
know how the African thinks, what
he eats and in general how he lives.
Basically though, I wanted to know
if Africans really are different, as
South African Apartheid implies.
TO MY MIND, one of the best
ways to learn about different cul-
tures is to study the language of
those people. It was for this rea-
son that I took some time out to
learn a little about the language
of East Africa, Swahili. Sometimes
I am surprised just how much a
language can tell you about the way
people act and think.
In Swahili, for instance, I found
that there is no word for "you are
welcome." This is true simply be-
cause the people never thought it
necessary. Everyone is naturally
welcome to everything that you may
own. In one tribe in Tanganyika
we found that the Africans walk
freely in and out of the local mis-
sionary's home. They borrow
money and tools from him freely.
The entire atmosphere is one of
"whatever is mine is yours," But
it was not Christianity that in-
stilled this feeling among the
people. They had possessed this
attitude long before the first mis-
sionary set foot on their land. Thus
in learning a little of the language
I was able to know better what to
expect before arrival, and also to
know better how to interpret what 1
did see upon arrival.
In addition to attempting basic,
Swahili, 1 searched out a few books
on varying subjects of Africa, from
local cultures to animals' habits.
In this way I learned about Africa
in a broad sense. Of course every
day I collected newspaper articles
concerning political and economic
changes about this quickly changing
part of the world,
WITH THIS relatively good
supply of information I met Dr.
Meade on board our ship in New
York City and we were on our way.
Not feeling too sure about our newly
acquired knowledge, we spent at
least a few hours a day filling in
each other on bits of information we
thought worthy of remembering.
But in all the hurry to learn about
the so-called "Dark Continent", 1
had been neglecting the question
which had previously haunted me in
my front hall at home, "why
Africa?".
One afternoon while still at sea,
Doctor Meade and I tried to come
to some solid conclusions as to why
we had chosen Africa for our sum-
mer tramping grounds. After a
great deal of discussion we hadn't
really been able to pinpoint the rea-
son. I believe that the motivation
one gets to go to Africa, Burma,
Brazil or elsewhere, is one which
cannot be explained. Perhaps it was
partly the lure of a continent 7000
miles across the ocean. Perhaps
it was a desire to learn about the
ways of people who seem quite
strange to most of us who know
little about them. And then again,
perhaps it was the missionary feel-
ing seeking fulfillment. But what-
ever the reason for the voyage, my
time was well spent.
Not only did I learn about others
during the trip, but also about my-
self. One event remains with me
constantly. Dr. Meade and I were
sitting on a fence behind a mission
in Moshi, Tanganyika, when an old
woman came slowly towards us.
We had been speaking with two
young boys whose attention was now
turned to this woman. She never
said a word or came closer than 20
paces until one of the boys asked
her if she needed help. She
hesitated at first and then told him
that she had come 100 miles to see
a sick daughter, and was now
without food or money. We noticed •
that she was shaking and that she
herself was obviously sick. When
we placed some coins in her small,
trembling hand she looked up at us
in great surprise. Suddenly she fell
to her knees and began to cry as
she prayed to God for thanks. At
first I had only felt sorry for the
woman, but when I realized that we
had been the answer to her prayers,
I felt quite humbled and even
ashamed. I began to think of the cost
ot my trip and of the. greater way
such money might be put to use. As
had happened once or twice before
during the trip, 1 was brought to the
realization that there is another
world outside of my own. And I
realized that it was up to each one
of us to helpchang-e it. Africa to me
is no longer a continent of roaming
elephants and grassy plains. It is a
symbol of what I know exists in my
own backyard. It is a symbol of
appeal to mankind for help.
Raymond C. Lynch '65,
u-d.i the winner nj the fine arts
department competition to design
a ntniif to characterize the theme
"j the AFRICA IN FOCUS pro-
Utam. Pictured in this section is
the prize-winning design.
Sfrnon Abed© J. D. K. Appiah Mike Mseka
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Africans at Trinity Discuss Cuttington... Dr. Karl Scheibe Traces
Race Issues of Both Lands
(Continued from page 5)
"For instance," he said, "in my
caste, I shouldn't mingle with the
other people; I'm from the highest
caste, a Garr, ...but this is dying
out completely In my country as
people are getting better ed-
ucated."
Habil explained that after the 1955
revolution, there has been no dis-
crimination in Kenya, but the
school systems are separated by
economics into European schools,
African schools, and Indian
schools,
Ousman rejects the speculation
that the newly independent African
states will fall into the hands of
the communists.
"I don't think there is any sal-
vation for a communist Africa,
but at the same time I don't think
there is any salvation for a capital-
ist Africa...The Africans don't
think about democracy; they think
about Africa first, and then demo-
cracy.
"I feel very strongly that the
African countries are much closer
to the West than they are to the
East despite the fact that they
have not been taught how to practice
, democracy by the former mother
countries abroad. They have not
been,taught democracy but they are
moving toward some sort of a
democratic form of government in
their own way.
Ousman Sallah looks toward a
year of graduate studies and then
to going back to his native land.
He said he hopes to be elected to
the Parliament in the general
elections of 1967 and looks forward
to the possibility of aministership
In the government when the Par-
liament is elected.
Both Habil Wejuli and Michael
Mseka have medical school plans,
hopefully in this country, and then
back to their native lands for
medical careers.
• N O T I C E ! •
John Heldt reports that the Psy-
cholog'y Club will hold an organi-
zational meeting Thursday after-
noon at 4 p.m. in the Senate Room.
The purpose of the meeting, he
said, is the election of officers and
discussion of the alms and pro-
grams for the year.
He urges anyone with an interest
in psychology to attend or, if unable
to attend, to drop a note in Box #93
Indicating an interest.
(Continued from Page 4)
course, so it is more nearly
African than American. They are
arranging for student exchanges
and also for some of the professors
at Cuttington to lecture at the ten
colleges.
"It is in this context," the Chaplain
explained, "that I feel these col-
leges which are not connected at all
with the Episcopal Church have
really gotten a march on us and it
would please me a great deal if we
could be in on this."
"I have been referred for any
possible action to the Joint Com-
mittee on Educational Policy of the
faculty and trustees," Chaplain
Thomas said. "At present, Mr.
Andrian, the Secretary of that
Committee, has material bringing
us up to date on Cuttington Col-
lege."
The Chaplain spoke of spending
two days in the hinterlands of
Liberia, 450 miles to the north of
Cuttington, where over 300 chil-
dren are in grade and high schools
founded by the Episcopal Church,
"These children are right out of
the bush," he said, "and they use
their own native language up to the
fourth grade and then they' re taught
English.
"The 'New Africa' which is
emerging, must be an educated
Africa," the Chaplain concluded.
Origins of Superstitions
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
NOV. 14 - "The term 'super-
stition' should be used less fre-
quently, perhaps not at all,"
declared Dr. Karl Scheibe at the
annual Psi Chi Lecture in Wean
Lounge tonight. Speaking on "The
Psychology of Superstition," Dr.
Scheibe explained how super-
stitions originate and are main-
tained.
"Superstitions come to exist
because of incorrect knowledge
of cause and effect relationships,"
according to Dr. Scheibe. Man
psychologically needs a set of
beliefs, and superstitions are in-
correct ones created to bridge the
gap between obvious effects and
unknown causes, lie observed.
As for our individual acquisition
of superstitions, he said, "People
may themselves acquire their
superstitions by word communi-
cation or by experiencing" the
type of reasoning, which leads
to incorrect beliefs.
Referring to the maintenance of
superstitions, Dr. Sclieibe char-
acterized these beliefs as "a
special kind of expectation...We
see causal connections between
things which are not really
related." It Is man's compulsion
for certainty that makes him hold
SALUTE: LEO BERARD
Leo Berard (B.S.M.E., 1957) joined New England Tele-
phone in the fall of I960 and, within months, was put in
charge of an important study to determine the fcusihilily
of large-scale buried cable operations in Rhode Island.
Developing standards and practices where few previ-
ously existed, Leo presented his final reports before top-
level management, engineering groups, municipal planners,
and Chambers of Commerce throughout Rhode Island.
His initiative in carrying out ihe stiuU and his abilitv
to rapid)!} represent his conipain are jus! hvo of ihe trails
that earned Leo his promotion lo Engineer in the I'lanl
Lxtension Department.
Leo Berard. like main \oung engineers, is inipalienl
to make things happen for his rniupain and himself. There
are few places where sueh restlessness is more welcomed





on to these beliefs, he added,
"People tend to believe what they
want to believe, provided that these
be lief s are not challenged,"
asserted the speaker',.
Superstitions are necessary for
active behavior, stated Scheibe,
since "they reduce human anxiety."
They are to be found in all of us,
and are psychologically necessary
for existence, lie continued. They
are a source of relief and make
"human worry no longer nec-
essary," added the lecturer,
For these last reasons, Dr.
Scheibe concluded, the term
"superstition" which is generally
used in a pejorative sense in our
culture, should not be used as
often as it is.
Dr. Scheibe received his B.A,
from Trinity in 195!), and then
went to the University of Calif-
ornia, where he recently received
his phj).
While at. Trinity, lie was a member ,
of tlm Medusa, Phi Bota Kappa, and





NOV. 19 -- Dr. Udell Shepard;
today announced Hint Hie suggested!
basis for his informal seminar!
course will bo THE PHENOMENON;
OF MAN by Pere Teilhard del
Cliardin. \
The 80 year old Pulitzer Prize;
winner expressed the hope thai1
this non-credit course would not;
be "primarily amusing or enter-!
taining." \
He said that Teilhard's book is;
science, "but it Is not science
that is too difficult," and he called
THE PHENOMENON OF MAN "one
of the most exciting " books he has
The book, he explained, underlies;
the best-selling SHOES OF THE!
FISHERMAN by Morris West. j
Students interested in meeting1
with Dr. Sh'ipard at his home iri
Waterford, Conriucticut should in-:
form the TRIPOD of their desires.'
They should plan on allowing;
approximately five hours onq
afternoon or evening every twq
or three waeks. The time wil]
be arranged by the group. !
Odell Shepard, who won the
pulltzer Prize In 1937, for!
PEDLAR'S PROGRESS, taught at
the College for 29 years. :
BERMUDA
[Everyday packed with action
| . . .new friends. . .fun!
St'%a —• (let a<'<|uainted dance,
(Wear Bermudas!) >J« :V. -
Cnlleiie; Day at ihe lieacli. Tal-
hot Brothers '.lalypso. Collect'
Queen Coiuot, bai iierue Inncli.
T I ' I M . - J a n sir'suin, l.imbo
nmle-i, buffet lunch. W E I K
Criii'i<! lo St. George, Steel
liiind iinl<<rl;iitun"iit, Gombey
il u n o i: r s, r e f r e s h m e n t s .
T l l t ' n S . — O H your own:




All thepe., .and lots more
complimentary activities!
See your
• Campus Organizer now!
Tin' Hnrmmla Trade IH-velopnHmt Board
620 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y 10020
TUESDAY NOVK.MliKH 19, li)tJ;5 THK TR1XITY Tlill'OD PACK SEVEN
(Continued from Page 1)
after a brief stay thirteen years
before and began passing laws
making the Dutch and the Bantu
equal. The result, he said, was that
the Boers found themselves sur-
rounded by "hostile" people.
Anglo-Dutch conflict resulted,
according to Mbatha, in the "Great
Trek" of 1833-39, when the Afri-
caners moved from Capetown pro-
vince out of British jurisdiction.
Conflict came anew, he observed,
between the Boers and the Zulu
trilies and later with the British
again. After the wars in 1902, the
Dutch and British agreed to a
separatist policy, but while the
Boers were "open" and "honest"
in their opposition to the blacks,
the British, lie said, were "sly"
in .subduing (lie Bantu.
Since 1948, when the British left
South Africa, lie noted, Apartheid
has developed "openly and vigor-
ously." until the government be-
tween 1DTI2 and I960, took over all
private education in what Mbatha
called, "tlie supreme Mow to racial
freedom." Schools, he declared,
are now taught infrihal languages
to eliminate means of communi-
cation between native groups.
Dr. Robert 1). Meade, associate
professor of psychology followed
Dr. Mbatha and attempted to give
tilt' Al'ricaiwv's view i>t AparUiehi.
A South African government pro-
secutor, giving Meade a ride during
the past summer, said lie hoped
Meade was from the South because
"If there's one tiling that I can't,
stand Us a nigger lover," Meade
related.
He went on to submit justifications
for. Apartheid given by this lawyer
during their stay together.
Tlie biological basis for the South
African racial policy was that the
Xenix) is basically lazy and that his
skull is thicker than that of the
white man. leaving less room for
brains, added Meade.
These are the arguments, ac-
cording to Meade, often used by
the Africaner to justify his govern-
ment's policy of Apartheid,
ORGAN RECITAL
NOV. Hi (Irrtiint Jtiiifx,
nilrriintiiiiliillii irlliili'llril
nrtitiili.it, trill i/ii'f ii. rrritul
t<l wtirkx iiirhtdinij "I'rr-
liitlr tind Fiu/nr ill A Mi-
ntii" hij Hurli, "Adtit/iti ittitl
Alhuiti in F Minor" hit
Mtiztirt, mill. "Vtiriiititin mi n
Tlirmr" by linrh tit S:f)O
l>.in., mi Wi'dnt'fiiluji in tin-
('Itn/itl. }lf hns t.rprfsxftl
tilt- rfc.s'i'rc In inert iritli stn-
drnlx nftrr thr rrritul.
(Continued from Page 1}
peace involving European bellig-
erents at war with England, Dr.,
Morris considered the role of
power politics and national interest
that governed tlie diplomacy of the
European monarchies.
He clarified the role of the great
neutral powers, Austria and
Russia, explaining how they sought
to impose a peace that would have
left America "a truncated state,
and given to England, New York,
the Carolinas, and Georgia."
•'Out of such a mediation," he
pointed out, "no solvent America
could ever arise, but then an
independent America was not an
objective o! the mediating" powers,
while the balance of power in
Europe was."
Dr. Morris explained that even
France, torn by appeasement, was
for a time prepared to accept an
armistice which would have left
the British in strategic portions
of the United States.
He concluded, "Against the oper-
ations of such experienced old-
world diplomats, the American
trio of peace commissioners went
on to score the most resounding
success in the annals of American
diplomacy, but not before evading
the mediators, ignoring1 Spain, de-
ceiving France, and persuading
England to digest the indigestible--
nameiy, the independence of the
United States against which George
'II had for so long and so stub-
bornly held out,"
Allen Jailed . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
to 49 days labor on the streets of
Americtis.
Several of the speakers made
accusations of police brutality and
unjust court proceedings. One,
Sammy Mahoney, described how
Ralph Allen was brought into jail
with his "head split." Virginia
Wiggans said that she was not told
of the charge against her until she
was brought into court.
The civil rights workers were not
discouraged by their experiences.
"If I have to go back to jail I will
go back" Lorraine Sanders de-
clared. Another added "One flay
Americus will be, perhaps, a town
that will be an affirmation of what
integration can be."
During the collection that was
later made from tlie audience the
group sang freedom songs. The
money, Harris said, will be used to
pay for court proceedings, bail,
and to help those who have lost
their jobs and homes for trying to
register to vote.
Kalph Allen and Harris were
arrested August 8 of this year in
Americus and charged with in-
surrection, a capital offense.
Frosh Explode in 4th Period
To Wallop Coast Guard 44-6
By JOHN GALATY
NOV. 14 - The Trinity freshman
football team finished its season
today with a decisive 44-G win over
the Coast Guard javees. The win
gave them a season record of
4-1, their only defeat coming at
the hands of a powerful Spring-
field team. The four victories
included wins over two members
o/ Uie Little Three, Wesleyan and
Amherst, as well as victories over
Kent School, and Coast Guard.
Coast Guard drew first blood in
the opening quarter when halfback
Joe Hartsteim broke away for a 50-
yard romp which set up a score
by the fullback, Antonio Llllioli,
on a one yard plunge. The at-
tempted run for the extra point
was stopped and this ended the
afternoon's scoring for the Coast
Guard eleven.
The Trinity defense then solidi-
fied into the substance of which it
has been noted all season and
stopped the next Cadets' offensive
attempt cold. An inspired effort by
linebacker John Galaty led to a
blocked punt and it was recovered
on the 12 yard line. A ten yard run
and a subsequent two yard dive
by halfback Mike Curcio gave Trin-
ity its first score, which remained
at six points when the attempted
pass for the extra point was in-
complete.
Trinity's second quarter score
was set up when halfback Tom
Sanders returned a punt to the
Coast Guard 25 yard line. After
several line plunges took the ball
down to the five yard line, Curcio
stormed into the end zone for his
second score of the game. The ex-
tra point pass was incomplete
bringing the half-time score to
12-G.
In the third quarter, Sanders car-
ried the load, running brilliantly,
as he did all season. After bring-
ing the ball within scoring range,
he cut back on a sweep anil went
14 yards through an astonished
Cadet team for the touchdown. The
extra point attempt failed, so the
score at the end of the third
quarter was 18-G, in favor of
Trinity.
Trinity broke the game wide open
in the fourth quarter, scoring 26
points. John Davlson scored the
first of four Trinity touchdowns
on a two yard run, ending a drive
in which he played a major part.
Chuck AUvater then showed his
potential as a kicker by placing
the ball between the uprights for
the extra point.
The second score of the quarter
was set up when Trinity utilized
the very play which led to Arn-
herst's only score against them
the week he/ore. Bill Fox, playing
the left halfback position, faked a
sweep around right end and ttien
passed back to the weak side to
quarterback Nick Edwards, who
after handing off to Fox had run
a pass pattern up the left side-
line. The play went for 32 yards
to the one. Edwards then dove
into the end zone for six points
on the next down, but Atwater
failed to make it seven when his
kick was blocked.
Later, the offense began another
powerful drive of consistent gains,
climaxed by a four yard scoring
run by fullback Bob MacBey, At-
water converted again to bring the
Trinity total up to 38 points.
With the humiliating 45-20 defeat
of the varsity in mind, the fresh-
men fought the clock to gain one
last score. Bill Fox hit right
end Bob Miller with a pass, which
took the ball down to the two yard
line. The final score was then
made with 30 seconds to go in
the ball game on a pass from Fox
to the left end Galaty. The kick
for the extra point failed, however,
and the final score was Trinity 44,
Coast Guard 6.






It's the new Decton oxford
Tabber Snap by ARROW...
the shirt with the trim good
looks of a traditional tab
collar without the fuss and
fumble of a collar button.
ARROW Decton oxford is
a blend of 65% Dacron'
polyester and 35% cotton,
it's a new oxford that has
graduated Cum Laude in




»DuP.»nl V..W. fur it» i r fih<'r
season, the freshmen gained the
best record of any team in the
seven year tenure of Coach Chet
MacPhee. Just as no individual
•can be singled out as indispensable
in a great seasonal team effort,
so it is hard to distinguish which
did a better job, the offense which
produced 142 points in five games
for a 28 point per game average,
or the defense which allowed only
43 points, 26 in the Springfield
loss, for an eight point per game
average. With 29 letterrnen out of
a finishing syuad of 34 members,
Coach Dan Jessee can rely on
considerable reinforcements for
his varsity next year.
IFC Asked for Blood
Prize to be Awarded
NOV. 14 -- John Losse of Theta
Xi tonight Informed the Inter-
fraternity Council of a new plan
for the Red Cross Blood Drive
to be held December 4th and 5 th.
He said that this year the frater-
nity with the highest percentage
of donors would receive a prize
donated by an individual not
connected with the college^
At the meeting held in the Senate
room, John Morris of Q.E.D,
discussed the possibility of having
folk music entertainment at the
annual I. F.C. festivities in April.
Also suggested were "Little Stevie
Wonder" and the Contours.
Arnold Wood said that the Campus
Chest Finale would inch'ide con-




Genuine moccasin construction, smooth veal uppers,
fully leather lined, combination last for snug heel,
double leather soies and leather heels with v-p)ates.
— Available in —
• Hand-antiqued chestnut brown veal.
• Pulished black veal.
» Hand-antiqued saddle tan veal.
• An above except in hnnd-nntiqui'd golden tun
Scotch grain.
• As shown above except in golden tun Scotch grain
with genuine crepe soles.
22 TRUMBUUL ST. Next To Henry Miller
525-6261
Pcsrfc Free Next Door
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Soccer Defense Shines in Trin Win
CG Sunk 4-0;
Trin Cops 6th
NOV. 12 - Passing and hustling-
as they had not done since eai'ly
In the season, the Trinity soccer
team got back on course with a
decisive 4-0 victory over Coast
Guard at the Trinity soccer field.
At the outset, it was apparent
that the booters' confidence had
been shaken by the upset loss
to Amherst. The. offense could
not get untracked, but the defense .
was vastly improved.
The Coast Guard offense went
right to work as they took the
opening klckoff, A shot in the first
minute of play was headed out
of danger by Jim DeVou, and
several other shots by Coast Guard
went awry in the first few minutes
of play. The first quarter ended
with the score 0-0,
THE TURNING POINT of the
game came in the opening moments
of the second period. Buzz
Tompkins sped down the left wing
and crossed the ball beautifully
to Cusman Sallah in front of the
goal. "Cos" easily beat the goalie,
ramming the ball Into the nets
for the tally.
This display seemed to Ignite the
Dathmen and they proceeded to
demonstrate their superiority, as
they wasted no time mounting
another offensive. They scored
quickly as Tom Seddon skied the
ball over the goal and Bob Ochs
outfought the goalie to the ball
and pushed it into the twines with
his head.
Coast Guard did not fade even
after two rapid scores, but the
entire Trinity team was in high
gear. Good hustle put the brakes on
a Coast Guard fast break, Jim
DeVou boomed the ball to Bob
Ochs, who beat the defense to the
ball and slammed the ball home,
Ochs' Goal in Final Minute
Seals 1-0 Win Over Cards
TRINITY'S SANDY EVARTS (24) and Wesleyan player watch
helplessly as Bantam goalie Bill Schweitzer waits to catch a
Cardinal shot in Friday's 1-0 win. Schweitier was far from
helpless in the goal as he registered his second straight shut-
out over one of the top-rated teams in New England.
ALTHOUGH THEY WERE unable
to effect another score, the
Dathmen continued to hustle and
outplay their opponents. Coast
Guard came close to a tally when
goalie Mike Anderson was called
for an illegal charge and a penalty
kick was awarded. The ball was
booted over the right corner.how-
ever, and the half ended with the
score 3-0.
Coast Guard came back strong
In the second half, and Anderson
was called upon to make several
fine saves, as was the opposing
goalie. The third quarter failed to
produce a score.
In the final period Trinity showed
the passing which had marked its
string of successes prior to the
encounter with Union. They con-
tinued to play fast, heads up,
aggressive soccer on both offense
and defense. Virtue was finally
rewarded as Tom Seddon broke
very fast down the.right side,
passed over the middle to Ochs who
left the ball for Mark Josephson
who faked the goalie out of position
and booted the ball through his legs.
With twelve minutes remaining in
the game coach Dath instituted his
newly-devised "phantom defense."
The Trin booters completely
stifled their opponents offense with
the new formation and won going
away. The final score was 4-0.
Notable in this game was the
return to form of center Bob
Ochs, the Inspired play of sub-
stitute fullback Ted Bartlett and
wing Buzz Tompkins, who has
finally learned how to utilize his
size and speed. Also, Bill Schweit-
zer and Anderson conbined their
goalie talents to repulse all cadet
shots.
Cards Win Battle
Of the Birds, 46-6
by BILL LINN
NOV. 16 --TerryOulundsen gath-
ered in a punt midway in the final
period, cut toward the sideline,
eluded one defender with a brill-
iant fake and, behind beautiful
blocking, raced 84 yards to a touch-
down against Wesleyan here today.
The Cardinals, however, already
had a 40-0 lead and later scored
once more to complete a 46-6
rout of Trinity in the 63rd re-
newal of their traditional rivalry.
For a quarter certainly, and for
a half almost, the Bantams were
just as good as their conquerors.
But Wesleyan scored twice In the
second period on stunning option
passes by reserve halfback Bob
Chester, and these two lightning
touchdowns took the fight out of
the home, team. In the second half
the savagely flred-up Cardinals
turnded the game into a farce,
making the Bantams look bad be-
fore the Homecoming crowd of
6,000 by rolling over one touch-
down after another, scoring al-
most at will.
The Cardinals' domination of the
game was (aside from the score)
most clearly evident in the rush-
ing statistics: Wesleyan254, Trin-
ity 43. So effective was the win-
ners' ground attack that they went
to the air only occasionally, but
when they did the result was us-
ually devastating. Wesleyan com-
pleted 7 of 15 passes for 174 yards,
compared to Trin's 13 of 30 for
126 yards. The Cardinals led in
first downs, 19-12t
FOR WESLEYAN, of course, it
was a cherished victory, turning
a hitherto disappointing season into
a 4-4 success. The Bantams, on
the other hand, suffered through
probably the worst finish of Dan
Jessee's career, as they tasted
By DAVE TRACIITUNBUHG
NOV. 10 - Trinity's soccer team
ended Its season In story-book
fashion today, as they edged out
the Cardinals of Wesleyan 1-0
on the Wes' home field.
The game was a wild, wide-
open affair. Trinity missed two
sure-fire goals, while Wesleyan
had two goals nullified by an off-
side and a hands violation.
The first quarter saw the teams
play each other to a standstill.
Both teams were hustling and play
alternated at either end of the
field. Both goalies were called
upon to make several saves. In
the waning minutes of the period
Trin experienced some difficulty
In clearing the ball, but as the
gun sounded, they had again fought
their way down the field and were
pressuring the Cardinal goal.
In the second period the Dath-
men began to gain the upper hand.
Most of Wesleyan's shots were
taken from the outside and were
saved easily by Trinity's out-
standing goalie, Bill Schweitzer.
Time and again, however, Trin-
ity's fast break would find right
wing Mark Josephson unguarded,
and unseen by his teammates.
Trinity also lost several scor-
ing opportunities because no one
was cutting in to follow on a
shot. Their speed and hustle, how-
ever, set up many shots and only
some fine play on the part of the
Wesleyan goalie prevented a score.
The Cardinals meanwhile also.had
several scoring opportunities, in-
cluding the most Impressive boot
of the day. When the Trin defense
gave him too much room outside,
the Wes center forward boomed
a vicious belt -which narrowly
the dregs of defeat for the fifth
straight week to wind up 3-5.
The final 46-6 score, ironically,
was exactly the same in reverse
as the contest which took place
eight years ago on the same grid-
iron. In that affair, the Bantams
trampled Wes as Charlie Sticka,
now Trin's assistant freshman
coach, led the way in his last
college game. Today, though, the
tables were turned; it was the first
time in ten years that Wesleyan
prevailed at Trinity Field.
The Bantams served little early
Indication that they were a "dead"
ball club, matching their foes yard
for yard and kick for kick, and
even launching a sustained drive
which expired on the Wesleyan
21 late in the first quarter. But'
that was as far as Trin was to
get from scrimmage all afternoon,
and shortly the Cardinals began
the slaughter.
THE FIRST SCORE of the game
came with electrifying suddenness
as Chester rolled out from his
own 43 and fired in the general
direction of Dave Walter on the
Trin 30. Paul Kadlic got there
first, but only succeeded in tip-
ping it straight into Walter's hands,
and the lanky Cardinal end ran
In untouched. Ted Strickland kicked
the extra point, and Wes led 7-0
with 4:40 gone in the quarter.
Chester's second bomb, which
occurred on a fourth-and-four sit-
uation at the Bantams 27, climaxed
a crunching 72-yard drive in 17
plays just before halftime. The
ace reserve came directly off the
bench to throw a strike to Warren
Thomas, who outmaneuvered Kad-
lic and scored with only 1:28 re-
maining. Strickland again convert-
' ed.
A punt by Sandy Creed which
left Trin on its own one-yard line
Terry Oulundsen (27), vainly pursued by two defenders, races
down sideline with Wesleyan punt en route to brilliant 84-yard
touchdown, as stunned Cardinal reserves look on. As Terry runs,
however, he inevitably faces the Scoreboard which amply indi-
cated that Trin. fans had little else to cheer about. This score,
in fact, was the Bantams' only one, as Wesleyan prevailed by
final count of 46-6.
helped set up the TD which opened.
the second half floodgates. Creed
himself engineered the scoring
strike, a perfect 44-yard floater
to Chester which completely fooled
the defense. It was now 20-0, but
the Cardinals were just getting
warmed up.
Before the third period had ended,
Wesleyan had tacked on two more
touchdowns. The bullish 205-pound
Don Berger scored the first one,
making like Jim Taylor on a 43-
yard run over and through the
entire demoralized Trinity team.
The second came much harder,
as the Bantams showed a flash
of their early-season spirit in a
gallant goal-line stand. But after
four straight cracks at the line
had been stopped short, Bill Leone
bucked six inches for the score.
By now It was 32-0,
With 2:30 gone in the final period,
the Cardinals' third team got into
the act as John Atherton broke
off tackle on a 19-yard scoring
scamper and QB Jeff Hopkins swept
end for two more points. That
set the stage for Oulundsen and the
six Blue and Gold markers of the
afternoon.
Terry's great run must have in-
censed the hungry Cardinals, so
Coach Norm Daniels sent his
first team back in with five min-
utes left, and Creed responded with
his secondtouchdown pass to Ches-
ter, who beat two weary defenders
for a 38-yard play. Some three
minutes later, the gun sounded and
this, the 1963 Trinity football cam-
paign, whimpered to Its unlamented
end.
missed the upper right hand corn-
er of the cage.
Immediately after this, Tom Sed-
don dazzled the crowd with a
brilliant display of fancy footwork
to free himself for a shot, but
the Wes goalie made a nice save
on the ball. After losing the ball
briefly, the Dathmen came back on
a three on one break, but this
time the shot from the right side
went over the goal. At the half
the score was still 0-0.
In the second half both teams
came out determined to break the
scoreless deadlock. In the early
minutes of the third quarter, Wes-
leyan had several shots, but they
were unable to find the mark.
Midway in the quarter, Trinity's
rugged center forward Bob Ochs
was the victim of overanxious-
ness as he broke ahead of the
field and zoomed in on the Wes
goal all alone. His shot lofted
over the goal and the best scor-
ing opportunity of the game went
by the boards.
Almost immediately, Wesleyan
came back and put the ball past i
the Trin goalie, but a Wes man !
was called for offside and the goal
was disallowed, A Wes breakaway
was then saved beautifully by goalie
Schweitzer, and the third period
ended with the score still standing
at 0-0.
Wesleyan kicked off for the final
quarter, and got off a shot which \
flew over the Trin goal. The Dath-
men came back fast and a cross
by Josephson to Seddon was headed I
over the goal.
After Schweitzer was called upon
to snatch the ball out of the upper
right hand corner, he boomed the
ball down the wing and Trin nar-
rowly missed another score. Mark ;
Josephson pulled the goalie out of j
the cage, and his hard shot hit
the top of the cage. Tom Seddon ;
radared in on the open cage, but i
got overanxious and booted the ball ;
over the still-empty goal. |
As was the case earlier, Wes
came right back after Trin's near-
miss and again appeared to put
the ball through for the tie-
breaker. The goal was disallowed
by the alert referee, who called
a hands violation on the would-be
scorer. For most of the period Wes [
dominated on offense but were not
allowed any clear shots by the
determined Trinity back line, i
Schweitzer made the outstanding:
defensive play of the day, however, ;
as he leaped high to snare a long !
direct kick which was curving I
into the goal. I
For a time, it seemed certain •
that the game was destined for I
overtime play, but this was not j
the case. Two Trinity stalwarts:
were to atone for past mistakes;
in fine style. Tom Seddon sped;
down the left side and boomed the
ball across the goal mouth. When;
the goalie came out and dropped
the curving hard-hit ball, Bob Ochs:
was right there before the goalie;
could recover and pick the ball;
up. The ball rolled off Ochs' foot!
and headed In the direction of the •
left corner of the goal, !
No one could recover in time
to alter Its course, the crowd:
stilled, and 22 players stood by;
helplessly as the ball curved ever;
so slowly toward the corner. At
the last second it seemed to veer:
away from the goal, but after an;1
eternity it came to rest inside;
the goal, and Trinity fans and;
players erupted with joy. The goal;
was scored with 54 seconds re-:
maining in the game. Although the:
last minute dragged by it went;
no slower than the time which!
the Trinity goal took to go from;
Ochs' foot into cage. __[
Thus the Trinity booters put the J,
lid on a very successful season,;
as they compiled a 7-1-1 record,;
losing only to Amherst and tying!
a powerful Williams contingent,!
